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To build a strong business through 
constant innovation based on the 
principles of engineering excellence, 
client responsiveness, execution 
quality, honesty, and integrity.

Mission Statement



Through software and engineering consultancy, we 
enable our clients to improve safety & asset integrity, 
reduce costs, and increase productivity.
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complex projects and high demand environments across the 
globe. iQ is now the single, global standard across a number of 
IOCs, whilst our Construction Solutions technology and services 
are currently deployed across some of the world’s largest, most 
high-profile greenfield projects.

The culture within our company continues to push the 
boundaries of technology, method, and user focused interaction. 
We have been able to attract world class talent into the business, 
introducing new insights alongside the ability to nurture and 
grow our team. In 2018, Paul Bicker joined as CTO, bringing 
extensive experience following management roles across 
blue chip software providers. Daniel Cahalarn, following an 
outstanding few years heading operations out of Australia, has 
been appointed to the board with a specific focus upon leading 
the Construction Solutions delivery stream. Daniel is building 
a first-class team around him and we will see the footprint of 
Construction Solutions continue its growth throughout the year.

The employee group has grown by around 50% across 2018, a 
testament to the belief our clients’ have shown in the company, 
as well as the sterling efforts of every single member of our 
team in bringing high quality products and services to fruition.

I am delighted to say that throughout this high paced, multi-
project growth, as well as the onboarding of a raft of new talent 
into the company, we have reported zero accidents throughout 
the entire period.

2019 is shaping up to be an exciting year for both ourselves and 
our client base.

We are fortunate to participate in an industry 
that is diversified across business needs, client 
profiles, commercial channels, and continents. 
This thriving industry has a strong demand for 
technological advancement and efficiency gains, 
uniquely positioning us for growth through 2019 
and beyond.

Through 2018 and into 2019, our core focus sits firmly within 
research & development. Having invested over 60% of total 
revenue back into R&D, we have laid solid foundations for 
long-term growth. We have made giant leaps forward across 
all our main delivery streams, most notably within Construction 
Solutions, iQ Flange Management, and connected technical 
and engineering services. To add further rigour, we have again 
invested heavily in our cloud-based infrastructure, capacity, and 
security.

Client growth has risen more than 200% over the previous year, 
where we have entered new markets both geographically and 
via product stream. We have new global engagements with 
Operators, EPCMs and Service Providers, enabling integrity, 
safety, and productivity across the spectrum. We are gaining 
real traction through our continued R&D investment, which 
has allowed us to not only bring new clients onboard, but to 
cement our existing relationships through continuous delivery 
of ROI. The last 12 months has seen us build further upon our 
reputation for operational excellence, delivering into multiple 

Chief 
Operating 

Officer’s 
review

David Frame, COO
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In January 2018, we lost our colleague, Robert Noble.

Rob led an exceptional life, rising to the very top of his field. He delivered 
projects on a truly global scale, and created a reputation as a recognised world 
leader within flange management. But above all, he was a husband and a father. 
To each one of us, he was a friend.

Within the company, Rob was a teacher. He thrived on sharing knowledge, and 
he built an exceptional team around him. His team continues to grow today, 
based upon the ideas, principles, work ethic, and ability that he stood for and 
embodied.

We miss Rob, as we know many of you will. Yet, his vision and thinking lives on 
within both our technology and our people, which is something we are very, very 
proud of.

Remembering Robert

Robert Noble
1957 - 2018
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The business
at a glance

500,000 calculations per 
year in iQ

Over 350,000 joints in iQ 20,000+ users globally 100s of clients worldwide

Microsoft Gold Partner ISO 9001 Registered ISO 14001 Registered Fully ASME PCC-1 
Compliant

100% client retention Full time staff on
3 continents

World’s no.1 construction 
solutions provider

Trusted by over 50% 
of the world’s largest 

producers

100%

350,000+500,000+

ASME PCC-1

50%
over
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We are an international provider of technology, 
engineering expertise, and technical services 
to the oil and gas production, processing, and 
construction industry. We have a broad client 
portfolio including many of the world’s leading 
integrated, independent, and national oil and gas 
companies, as well as EPCMs and global tooling 
providers.

We design, engineer, and support technology solutions, delivered 
through a range of commercial models, enabling us to respond 
to the unique needs of each client and help them transform 
the productivity and safety of assets across the oil and gas life 
cycle.

We support our clients in the fields of planning, process 
safety, bolted joint integrity, preservation, quality, and vendor 

A clear and
focused

approach 

management, as well as providing construction and completion 
software and solutions. Through traceable, balanced engineering 
software and advice, we have developed a global reputation 
within both on and offshore assurance provision.

Our combination of oil & gas subject-matter experts and 
software engineers have created high value software solutions 
to enable our clients in both delivering and assuring the projects 
of the future. 

Within Construction Solutions, we enable our clients through 
visualisation, advanced analytics, and the completions 
enablement process, delivered with underpinning technical 
consultancy, engineering services, and governance. Across 
Flange Management, we deliver joint integrity software 
combined with technical consultancy and authority.
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Our People 
As a people centric business, we have an embedded culture 
of problem solving, clear and ethical values, as well as a 
shared drive towards excellence. We draw our team from 
multiple nationalities and wide-ranging backgrounds, including 
mathematicians, engineers, software developers, and designers.

Our Process 
Improving efficiency, productivity, and safety are three pillars 
of our process. Whether providing engineering consultancy, 
governance, or technology, we first test against the outcomes. 
We must advance the client in one or more of our critical 
deliverables in order to enable value.

Risk Management
Identifying and managing risk, both internally and on behalf of 
our clients, is critical to our delivery strategy. Our processes are 
constantly reviewed and redefined to ensure we deliver not just 
within compliance, but beyond expectation through proactive 
learning.

Engineering 
expertise

is at the core of 
all we deliver
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Asset55 in 
numbers

Client TypesSoftware Users

Operators EPCM Service Providers Tooling Technology

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

1100

23000

7900

2800

2600

Software (Functional Items) GrowthTeam Growth

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

46 82
156

468

1158

2018

2019

Software Uptime

99.99998%
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We provide technology solutions alongside value 
adding technical support and governance, primarily 
in the areas of completions enablement and 
flange management. We are the sole authors of 
our technology - developing, implementing, and 
supporting across the full lifecycle.

How we 
do it
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iQ Flange 
Management

We help our clients optimise bolted joint integrity 
management and reduce costs for both new 
builds and ageing assets. Our flange management 
software provides an integrated suite of software 
tools and databases that enables effective 
management of mechanical connections and 
complements our specialist consultancy, training, 
and technical support services.
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Through “high return” completions enablement 
and model enrichment, our software creates the 
opportunity to improve safety outcomes, ensure 
quality is built in, and ensures project schedules 
are reduced. Using mobile deployment, inclusive 
systems, and a connected footprint, we have 
broadened the technology community within 
our clients’ operations, expanding efficiency, 
productivity, and safety gains to previously 
unachievable levels.

Construction 
Solutions
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Where 
we do it
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“I confirm the completion of my independent assessment of Asset55’s flange analysis methodology. This 

was undertaken by checking the Flange Methodology document Rev00 supplied by the company dated 9th 

November 2018. I can confirm that the methodology is consistent with the methods used in ASME B16.5, 

B16.47, ASME VIII Div 1 2017, WRC Bulletin 538, and using gasket data in accordance with ASME B16.20 

and 16.21.”

Independent
methodology

validation
Professor David H Nash
Director, Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, University of Strathclyde
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Asset55 in 
industry

• ASME member and member of PVP Design and Analysis and computer technology and bolted joints 
committees.

• Energy Institute Guidelines for Management of Integrity of bolted joints in pressurised systems (Chair of 
working group).

• CEN TC74 Flanges and their Joints (Member) Convenor WG9 Bolting, Convenor WG10 Calculations.
• ISO TC 67 Process Equipment and Systems (Member) ISO25709 Compact flanges WG Member.
• DNV JIP Guideline for Specification Design and Assembly of Offshore Bolted Joints (Member).
• Contributor to a range of initiatives and guidelines including ASME PCC-1-2010, Vantage Working Group, 

KP4 Asset aging and Life extension network, Oil & Gas UK Safety and Major Hazard groups.

Better Health
North East

at Work Award
Logo Variations

Better Health
North East

at Work Award

Better Health
North East

at Work Award

Certificate #: 14131044 Certificate #: 14131045 Supplier #: 10054630
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Quality 
management

process

Our software development methodology takes 
software industry best practice and provides a 
framework for the business in which software is 
designed, implemented, tested, and documented.

Our quality management process describes the procedures 
and capabilities available to our staff developers, and includes 
procedures for planning changes (discovery, sign-off, validation), 
executing changes (unit testing, version control, tickets, reviews, 
etc.), coding & documentation standards, testing (strategy, 
execution), releasing, and continuous integration.
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Agile Our team of designers, developers, and testers 
work in Agile, allowing regular and measurable 
releases of our software. This method of working 
ensures both iQ and Construction Solutions are 
continually updated and refined, introducing new 
features, functionality, and improvements quickly 
and often. 

Agile methodology is at the heart of everything we do. The 
planning of each release of our software is critical to its success. 
Development work is split into fortnightly sprints, with each 
sprint planned in advance. The team has retrospective meetings 
after each sprint to monitor and refine our progress and 
performance. Tasks for each sprint are selected from a backlog 
based on priority and the planned release date. For us, agile isn’t 
just a buzzword - it is an intrinsic part of our process.
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Change
planning

We use a suite of best-of-breed tools and 
methodologies to embrace collaboration, enable 
rapid software development, encourage innovation, 
and maintain high levels of quality assurance. 

Our change management process (RFCs) empowers product 
owners and subject-matter experts to rapidly implement new 
functionality, client requests, and improvements in the software. 
By involving key members of the team during the rapid planning 
stages, RFCs allow commercial, engineering, creative, software, 
and QA to apply their individual skillsets - resulting in the highest 
quality solution possible.
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Version 
control

We follow industry leading practices and use best 
of class tools for managing version control.

Version control systems are a type of software tool that helps 
software teams manage changes to source code. As the source 
code of our business is a precious asset, we must protect that 
by making it as easy as possible to revert errors and minimise 
disruption to developers. Every modification to the code is held 
in a unique database; if a developer needs to compare their 
code with the previous version, they can do that and revert back 
where necessary.

Changes are tracked by contributor, tag, and branch, and we 
follow strict guidelines on branching strategies, which allows 
developers to work in different areas and store changes without 
affecting other branches of code. For example: bug fixing does 
not affect new feature development. Another feature of a source 
control system are pull requests, which are quality gates that 
enables code reviews before developer changes get merged into 
the main code branch. 
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Technology 
Within our two core product streams, iQ and Construction 
Solutions, we have made giant leaps forward in the period. 
Each year, we aim to deliver solutions that are smarter, simpler, 
and stronger - goals that we have most certainly achieved. The 
release of Construction Solutions 1.0 proved a major milestone, 
seeing us onboard clients in the major oil space, spanning 
multiple projects and locations. iQ v2.10 was released early in 
2019 which presented a big advance in our architecture and 
delivery model - client feedback has been outstanding. 

2018 was an exceptional year for us. First, the 
financial year 2018/19 represents our most 
successful fiscal year to date, built upon both new 
clients and the retention and expansion of our 
existing base. Second, we laid the foundations 
for the year to come and beyond in terms of both 
technology and people.

Team 
Across the last 12-months our team has grown by more than 
50%, with new adds across all functions including software 
development, testing, UI/UX, engineering, and support. On behalf 
of the Board, I would like to thank all the employees for their 
outstanding effort. Their commitment, ability and hard work over 
the last year has added significantly to the efficient and safe 
environment of our customers.

2018
review

Mike Rudd, Director
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Over the last financial period, iQ has continued to rapidly develop 
both in increased functionality and ease of use. By meeting our 
client’s needs, iQ will continue to remain the industry’s premium 
solution.

Despite losing our dear colleague and industry leader, Robert 
Noble, the team of expert engineers he assembled has 
continued to demonstrate the exceptionally high standards he 
set in technical competency. Our team not only provides a level 
of support that our customers will not find anywhere else in the 
market, they are also active participants in numerous industry 
bodies, helping to shape the future of bolted joint integrity.

Our incredibly low attrition rate is testament to the fact that our 
customers derive huge value from their investment with us. We 
provide them with an unparalleled combination of a supreme 
product, unrivalled technical support, and customer-service 
excellence. This ensures strong customer loyalty and a very 
solid foundation for the continued growth of the business. 

During the financial year 2018/19, we more than 
doubled our client base, whilst also maintaining 
a 100% retention rate. iQ users can now be found 
across all points of the globe as we offer genuine 
international support in an industry that never 
sleeps.

We have continued to add huge value to a growing number 
of global operators, helping them to increase profitability by 
moving away from the inherent risks associated with traditional 
engineering methods.

In addition, we support many major companies within the supply 
chain to not only enhance their own offering to their operator 
customers, but also increase internal operational efficiencies 
and reduce risk.

An increasing number of companies are turning to us to meet 
their flange management needs. This is due to our unique 
offering in the market place of both industry leading software 
and expert technical support - a combination that our clients 
simply cannot find anywhere else.

iQ review
Duncan Brown, Director
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to ‘get the job done’ at the highest level. Capacity has been 
increased within software development, technical engineering, 
project management, and visualisation.

Research and development efforts have led to giant leaps 
forward within construction visualisation, workface planning, 
and completions enablement. I continue to be amazed by the 
depth and breadth of the peerless community we have within 
the company. I would like to offer my personal thanks to all of 
the team for their world-class efforts throughout the year. They 
have genuinely changed the oil and gas industry for the better.

Throughout his period of growth, I am pleased to report that we 
have operated with zero accidents or safety incidents. 2019/20 
has solid foundations laid for it.

2018/19 has been nothing short of amazing. We 
have been engaged by 5 of the world’s top 25 oil 
and gas companies, deploying our Construction 
Solutions technology and services into a raft of 
high value greenfield and brownfield projects 
across the globe.

I’m proud to say that our software, underpinned by technical 
consultancy and governance, has created both schedule 
reduction and capital control that have never before been seen 
within our industry.

Engagement within the industry has been a lot faster than 
even we could have expected. We have had the pleasure of 
working with clients who are looking to push the boundaries and 
accelerate beyond conventional delivery approaches.

To support our expansion, we have invested heavily in team 
talent - not only in the continuous upskilling of our core team, 
but also through the addition of new heads. We were in a very 
fortunate position where we were able to hand pick new staff 
from within our network or by reputation, adding aptitude and 
capacity through new team members who know what it takes 

Construction 
Solutions 

review
Daniel Cahalarn, Director
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Over the past year, we have continued to add new features, refine 
existing functionality, and increase the performance & security 
of our platforms. We quietly launched an API platform, which 
allows integration with third-party systems. Further updates 
across the coming months will include a re-written ASME PCC-1 
calculator and brand new EN calculator. We continue to innovate 
and develop our products and services across multiple channels.

We attach huge value on customer experience, and alongside 
product development, we continue to review and refine our 
software engineering and operations processes to deliver 
increasingly better services as we grow. In addition to adding 
talent to our software engineering and test teams, we have 
created a new data analytics team. This allows us to gain 
increased insight and understanding into how our customers are 
using our products, which ultimately allows us to make better 
decisions about the future.

Modern consumers expect near-instant fulfilment 
as is provided by the likes of Spotify, Netflix, and 
Instagram. We aim to provide a similar level of 
service and recognise that this means providing 
intuitive, secure, fast, and reliable platforms and 
apps with self-service capabilities. Leveraging 
cloud-based technologies enables our vision of the 
platform and experience of client demands.

The past year has seen us continue to take big steps forward 
in improving our security and our ability to scale platform 
users. Using cloud-based providers lets us access the benefits 
of platform-as-a-service, such as reduced overheads, agility, 
continually updated features, and reduced exposure to security 
breaches.

Technical 
review

Paul Bicker, CTO
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We understand the importance of how our 
company and its products are perceived - not just 
by our customers but by the industry at large. We 
are passionate about making great looking, easy to 
use software. Our brand strategy is a fundamental 
part of how we achieve this - from our company 
logo to the user interface of our software - design 
is in our DNA. 

We believe software should look as beautiful and be as easy 
to use as it is powerful. From its genesis, iQ was designed and 
developed with a strong user-centric ideology, and this approach 
to user-focused design continues today. A newly created design 
language has been implemented into our Construction Solutions 
software, with the emphasis on usability and industry leading 
aesthetics. We have also begun integrating elements of this 
exciting new design language into iQ Flange Management.

2018/19 also saw a full review of our brand, marketing strategy, 
and how the company positions itself in the marketplace. A new 
brand direction and house design language was created and 
executed across all external marketing collateral including a 
brand new company website.

Creative 
review

James Ashberry, Creative Lead
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Responsibilities 
As Chief Operating Officer, David is responsible for the overall 
management of the board’s strategy, as well as the efficient 
delivery of both product and service from the company to the 
end client. This encompasses guaranteeing capacity within 
operations, optimal engagement with the client, and first-class 
service. Business operations across the full footprint of the 
company fall within his domain, with a view to ensuring the 
business holds all the necessary skills and resources to deliver 
against its commitments. 

Experience 
David is one of our founding shareholders and directors. 
He has over 20 years’ experience in the software industry, 
primarily within the global oil and gas and defence sectors. His 
background encompasses the build of a number of high growth 
technology companies in the ERP, medical, government, and 
engineering verticals. David has served as Chairman and CEO of 
several technology enterprises before establishing the company, 
guiding those companies through high growth cycles and 
acquisitions.

David 
Frame

Chief Operating Officer
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Responsibilities 
Mike is our Construction Solutions divisional lead, having 
responsibilities covering creation and delivery. He balances 
his time between clients and teams across the Eastern 
and Western Hemispheres. In addition to his Construction 
Solution responsibilities, Mike engages clients for the Flange 
Management divisional product line as a subject-matter expert. 
His other responsibilities include succession planning execution 
for the business, software product line definition, and support. 

Experience 
Mike is a strategic and market-focused technology Business 
Director who is not afraid to challenge the status quo. He has 
over 25 years’ experience in the oil, gas, and power generation 
industries. Mike has a proven track record in the winning and 
delivery management of high-end consultative solutions for 
complex projects throughout Europe, USA, Asia, and Australia. 
He has a strong focus on safety, change management, design, 
construction & commissioning execution management, 
commercial management, and acquisitions & divesture 
experience. He is also one of our founding directors and 
shareholders. Mike has a strong sense of community and is 
the Chairman of the Northumberland Business Service, which 
supports small to medium sized businesses across the North 
East of England.

Mike
Rudd

Director
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Responsibilities 
As Commercial Director, Duncan is primarily responsible 
for building sustainable revenue streams. He develops and 
executes our business development strategy, including both 
the securing of new logos, and the retention and growth of the 
existing client base. As the main focus for client engagement, 
Duncan is responsible for setting the tone and direction of the 
internal functions, ensuring that they are all aligned in delivering 
customer service excellence. 

Experience 
Duncan brings over 20 years of experience in various senior 
commercial roles to the team. He achieved great success in the 
global Oil & Gas industry with both GE and IHS before joining 
us in 2015. By providing innovative commercial solutions 
and building enduring customer loyalty, Duncan has a proven 
track record of building high achieving teams - with success 
in consistently meeting financial targets, and increasing wallet 
share in competitive markets.

Duncan
Brown

Director
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Responsibilities 
Daniel is a 4D/5D subject-matter expert and is product category 
lead for Construction Solutions. As one of the original architects 
of the Construction Solutions concept, Daniel shapes our 
portfolio as well as being responsible for execution delivery to 
our clients. He operates out of Australia, providing extensive 
project control, engineering insight, and vision to the product 
road map. 

Experience 
Daniel is an experienced oil & gas practitioner with a track record 
of delivering results and improving project outcomes. With 18 
years’ experience in planning, project controls, construction, and 
completions management, Daniel has delivered projects in the 
UK, Indonesia, Malaysia, Australia, and South Korea. In short, 
Daniel is seen as an industry leader in enabling the completions 
process. Daniel joined us in 2016 with a focus on developing 
innovative solutions for oil & gas construction projects. He is 
a proven innovator, with a detailed understanding of execution 
processes, data management, advanced analytics, and 
leveraging technology to differentiate outcomes.

Daniel
Cahalarn

Director
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Responsibilities 
Paul is a non-executive director. With his background in 
corporate finance and contracting for services, he provides 
oversight of our finance function and provides day to day input 
on commercial and financial matters. 

Experience 
Paul has over 40 years’ experience in a wide range of business 
environments, 15 of which were obtained at board level in a large 
international engineering consultancy and 10 years as non-
executive director with private limited companies in contracting, 
manufacturing, and engineering service sectors. He has in-depth 
knowledge of mergers and acquisitions, incorporations, strategic 
planning, integrations, change management, and corporate 
finance.

Extensive overseas experience has included responsibility for 
global operations. Paul has lived and worked in various countries 
in the Middle East and Africa.

Senior positions have included Deputy Chair, Managing Director 
and Director of Finance, Pension Fund Trustee, Chair of 
Remuneration Committee, Chair of Finance Committee, Senior 
Vice President of PB Inc (now part of WSP).

Paul has been involved with us from our inception, providing 
advice to the shareholders on the formation and structure of our 
company. 

Paul
Cheesmond

Director



To advance safety and efficiency 
through technology, quality, and 
expertise.

Our Vision
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